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ON VALUES OF EXPONENTIAL SUMS

CHUNGMING AN

ABSTRACT.   An exponential sum is defined by

G(F, v, ct)= X exp(277i(VP(r) + <a, r)))
ye(Z/qZ)n

for ¥> = a/q € Q, a £ R",  and a positive-definite form F(x) in  n  variables of

degree   §.  Its value is studied and the definition is extended to an irration-

al V.

1. A zeta function associated with the positive-definite forms was stud-

ied in [l],  [2].   Its residue at the only possible simple pole is given in an

explicit form which is closely related to the exponential sums of certain type.

These sums can also be viewed as a generalization of the Gaussian sum.

2. Let: Z, Q and R be the sets of integers, rationals and reals, respec-

tively.  Fix) = Fix., ..., x )  is a positive-definite form in n variables of de-

gree 8,  i.e.  Fix) = 0 iff x = 0.  For f = a/q e Q and  ct e R", we consider

the infinite series

£iF, 0, a, s) =        £        Fiy)-sei<fiFiy) + (a, y»,

yezn-\o\

s = a + ti and Re(s) > n/8 = ff_,  and the sums

Gj(F, <P, a) = A"" £ ei<f>Firf) + (a, 77)),

77 e(.Z/qZ)n

and for the smallest positive integer  77z  such that  ttz, £ Z and 777a £ Zn,

G2lF, if, a) = 777-" y eivFirf) + (a, 7?))

■ne(Z/mZ)n

where  e(c) = exp(277z'c)  for a real number  c.  Clearly,   G. = G2  if  m = 9.

The following theorem is proved in [l].

Theorem.   For a £ Q",  4 (E, <fi, a, s)  has a meromorphic continuation into

the whole s-plane and the residue at its only possible simple pole s = 0"n =

72/5  is

Res(<C) = (277)°°r(a0)-1G2(E,^ a)   f     exp(-27rE(x)) dx.
JRn

We see in this theorem that cl is restricted to have rational coordinates.

The case a £ Rn and <p = 0 was studied in [2]. In this paper we shall obtain

the general result.
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Theorem. For <p = a/q and a e R", £(F, <f>, a, s) is an entire function

unless qa e Zn. In case qa e Z", the function C(F, f, a, s) has only one

possible simple pole at s = oQ  with the residue

Res(C) = (277)<T°r(an)-1G,(F, v, a)   f     exp(-2rrF(x)) dx.
JRn

Proof.  We put

£(F,V, a, s) =(2tt)-sY(s)£(F,V, a, s).

By a Mellin transform, we get the integral representation, when o > ct„,

ap, v, a, s) = Jo°°     £    e((* + "W + <a' y»l '*_1 A
Lrez"_!o! J

= /j(s) + J(s)

where

'i{s) = io\     £    e((*+ "W+ <a' y^l tS~l dt>

/(s) - /r [    Z     e((v,+ "W + <a> y»]/S-1 *•
Lr^z"-lo! J

It is easy to show that  l(s) represents an entire function (see [ll).   If we put

i2(s) = fol    £ e((^+ i/)F(y) + (a' ^1<s_1 *
Lyez" J

then  /j(s) = I2(s) - 1/s.

For y £ Z", we write y = (B + qq, where /3 = (/3j, . . . , /3JZ", 0 < /3/

< q and 77 £ Z". Then F(y) = F(/3) + Mo, M being an integer which depends

only on /3 and  77.   Hence

e((<P+ ti)F(y) + (a, y» = e(VF(/3) + (a, /3»e(tiF(j8 + 917) + (a, w)).

So

L/S€(Z/gZ)";T) £Z" -1

By applying the Poisson summation formula

£    <p(-X + rj)   =     £    $(l)e((x, r,))

T)ezn -qeZ"

for

<£(*)= exp (-27rrF(/3 + ox))     and    $(y) =   f     c5(x)e(-(x, y)) <ix,-V

along with the change of variables  j3 + qx —> t~       x,  we obtain
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'2W = J0T q~n       Z       eW))    y   eKf3,q-lV))
L 0e(Z/qZ)n r,eZn

. ifilq-lt-l/\-qa + T]))\tS~a°~1 dt

where  ifrix) - exr>(—2rrF(x))  is a Schwartz function and so is  /jj(x).

The proof is divided into two cases.

Case (a).  If qa. - 77 4 0 \/rj £ Z", then

|^(fl-7-1/S(-fla + ,))| < Cq2Nt2N/t\r, - qa\~2N

where  N is a positive integer and  C  is a positive constant independent of  t

and 77.   Thus the integral form of  I2(s)  is majorized by the series

r*2S

s + (2N-n)/8veZtn¥qa

which converges for N > n/2.  Hence  /2(s) represents an entire function.

Case (b).  If qa £ Z", then

I2is) = /3U) + f1 lq" y e(<PF((3) + (a, p))$(0)) t""0'1 dt
\ 0etZ/qZ)n /

= /(,) + -M- G.(E,*>, a),
s-o0

where

73U) = Jo' \q~"        £       ^^   2   e(('3' *~1'?))
L Pe(Z/qZ)n vJqo.

. $(ru\-K-qa + rff\r'jQ~l dt..

By a method similar to that of Case (a), we see that  I,(s)  is entire.

We have proved that

f(F,», a, s) = /(s) + I As) - 1/s + -^L G.(F,v, a)   f    exp{-2nF{x)) dx
S - ffQ JRn

where  l(s)  and 7(s)  are entire,  K(a) = 1  if qa £ Zn and = 0 otherwise.

<f(E, <P, a, s)  has a simple pole at  s = 0 with residue = —1  regardless

of Fix), V   and  a.  But the point s = 0 is a removable singularity of the

function C(E, <f, a, s).

The theorem follows immediately.

A trivial consequence following the above two theorems is

Corollary.  If a £ Qn and qa 4 Zn,  then GA'P', <f>, a) = 0.
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3.  From the definition of  G (F, <P, a),  we shall easily see that the sum

is independent of the choice of m,  i.e.  m is not necessarily the smallest

one.   The same idea leads to

Proposition.  For   -= a/q £ Q and a e Q",   let

SN(F, <P, a) = N~" £ e(<fiF(r,) + (a, r,)).

7)E(Z/.VZ)"

Then

lim   S  (F, <P, a) = G (F, <fi, a)     if qa e Zn,
N   oo    N 1

= G2(F, f>, a)    if qa 4 Zn.

Proof.  We shall prove for  qa. £ Z".  The other case is the same.  For

each  N, we put  N = kq + p,  0 < p < q.  then

SN(F,<fi, a) = N-» £ £ e(«>F(pq + 77) + (a, fiq + 77))

/3(Z/kZ)" rie(Z/qZ)n

+ £   e(*F(pq + 77) + (a, pq + 77))

where 2   is the sum over (Z/NZ)n - (Z/kqZ)ny  the set-theoretic complement.

Since   N —» 00 iff k —> °°  and  |2 | < Ckn~ q" tor a constant  C indepen-

ent of  k and  N,  it is easy to see that

Iv^'l                Ckn~lan
lim   N-»\E I <   lim —-q- = 0.

N—00 k    00 (kq + p)n

Again  F(/3q + 77) = F(rj) + Mq for an integer  M.  We have

lim   SS(F, f, a) = Hm   (kq + p)~n X Z        e^Fir}) + (a-, v))
W-00 fe^°° /Se(Z/kZ)n   r,e(Z/qZ)n

=   lim (kq + p)~nk" Y,        <*PF(rj, + (a, 77))

fe^°° r,e{Z/qZ)n

= GAF,v>, a).

Hence we may use the limit as the definition of the sums  Gj  and G

By the proposition and the corollary, the limit is   Gj  if  qa e Z"  and equals

to 0 if  qa f Zn.

The definition by the limit also allows us to define the sum (we may call

it a Gaussian sum) for any  <p £ R.    We put, if it exists,   G(F, <f>, a) =

lim^^^ SN(E, <fi, a)  for <Pe R  and  a e Rn. When <P is an irrational number,

a theorem on the uniform distribution modulo one for polynomials [3] gives
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Proposition.   G(F,<P, a) = 0   if <fi is an irrational number, or a has at least

one irrational coordinate.

Thus the only sum whose value is possibly nonzero is  Gj(F, <p, a) when

ip = a/q and  qa £ Z".

4.  Finally, we would like to make a conjecture. The zeta function

£(F, V, a, s) can also be defined for an irrational <p. Unfortunately, the me-

thod we use cannot be applied to any V in order to get the analytic continua-

tion for C(F, <P, a, s). Since the residue of C(F, V, a, s), tor a rational f, is

so closely related to G(F,<P, a) and since G(F,<P, a) = 0 for an irrational <fi,

it should be a reasonable guess that £(F,V, a, s) would be an entire func-

tion for an irrational number    <P.
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